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As Years Roll By

Did you hear about the HEMTT engine that had to be rebuilt because it was operat-
ed low on oil—low by 3 gallons in an 8 1/2-gal sump?

And, did you hear about a 621B scraper engine that arrived in the same rebuild shop
a few days later because it had been operated with no oil at all? Sad to say, the vehi-
cle’s $30,000 engine was cooked.

Army equipment is getting used daily under the
worst conditions. That kind of use demands the best
preventive maintenance checks and services. The
checks should be based on use. What was once a
weekly maintenance check may need to be a daily
check. It may even need to be an hourly check. 

Add to that the fact that as equipment gets older
an engine racks up more and more hours of use. In
some cases, older engines can burn up to a gallon of
oil per day during heavy use. Within a few days
some serious damage is done to an engine that’s not
maintained.

So, remember this: Whether an engine is new or
old or in between, whether it uses no oil or a lot of
oil, you need to pull PMCS to keep it running. Or it’ll
quit—maybe when you need it most.

don’t
expect a
mechanic
to catch
low oil
levels!

I’m glad the
motor pool

guys keep this
stuff running

smoothly!

hope you’re doing
your part to check
the oil every time

we head out!

Packing and Shipment of Small Arms
M16 Rifle, M4/M4A1 Carbine Cleaning Kit NSN
Mounting Booklet Now Available
M31 Ballistics Computer TM Changes
M2 Machine Gun TM and FM Clarifications
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There are two wrong ways and a right way to close the 15 drain plugs on the hull of

your Stryker.

Wrong Way #1: Some crewmen close them loosely. But that lets the plugs vibrate

loose. They hang below the hull and are knocked off by rocks and brush. Your

Stryker will be a little waterlogged the next time you have to ford.

Wrong Way #2: Other crewmen like to close ‘em up tight. That way, they reason,

they’ll never have to worry about a plug coming loose in the field. These crewmen

are easy to spot. They’re the ones who are red-faced with effort as they try to remove

the plugs.

Right Way: The important thing to remember is to use anti-seize compound, NSN

8030-00-286-5453, on the threads before installing the plugs. That lets you tighten

the plugs enough to keep them from vibrating loose, but makes them easier to

loosen when you need to.

PS 622 SEP 043

Stryker…

Spare the Rod,
Spoil the Steering

Drivers, your Stryker is strong and rugged. But even it has a few soft spots.

Take the steering dampers, for example. The dampers are like mini shock

absorbers that act as a stabilizer for the steering system. Without ‘em, the steering

column can shake enough to loosen your fillings.

Since the rod on each damper is only about 1/4-in thick, rough terrain, rocks, and

heavy brush can take a toll. So you need to crawl under your Stryker to visually

inspect them. Look for a bent or broken rod or evidence of oil on the rod that could

indicate a leaking wiper seal. Report any problems to your mechanic.

PS 622

Stryker…

Make sure you
put the compound

on the plug’s
threads and

on the threaded
portion of
the hull.

That way, all
the threads are
coated and the

plugs won’t stick.

Apply
anti-seize
compound
here…

…and here

Check steering damper rod for bends, breaks, or oil leakage

the st-
steering k-kuh-

column was
sh-shaking like
k-kuh-crazy!

hmmm…
sounds t’me

like you’ve got
a problem with
the steering

dampers!

I-I-I
d-Don’t
get it!

hey! where’s
all this water
coming from!?

if only they’d
installed my
drain plugs

right!

2



If you want to keep your Bradley’s FUEL FILTER CLOGGED light off, you’ll

have to pay close attention to your fuel filter PMCS, drivers.

The -10-1 TMs say to drain water after every operation. If you forget, the sepa-

rator starts to rust. The rust and water mix with contaminants in the fuel to create a

gloppy buildup that can plug the bottom of the separator.

As fuel flow lessens, the Bradley’s engine begins to sputter and jerk. On comes

that FUEL FILTER CLOGGED light.

Things can get even worse in cold weather. Water buildup freezes into a solid plug

that stops fuel flow completely. It can also crack the separator as the ice expands and

contracts.

Changing the filter won’t fix the

problem, either. Once the damage is

done, the only fix is to have your

mechanic remove and clean the sepa-

rator with a mixture of water and 

liquid detergent, NSN 7390-00-990-

7391.

So, drain the filters after each oper-

ation into a clear container until clean

fuel comes out. Then make sure you

dispose of the fuel in an approved haz-

ardous waste container.

PS 622 SEP 044

Stryker…

Fuel flow on the Stryker can be a little tricky, drivers.

Fuel is supposed to auto-

matically transfer from the

right to the left fuel tank as

fuel is burned. But sometimes

the pressure relief valves

stick on the left and right fuel

tank caps, especially if they

get clogged with dirt or sand.

That can create a vacuum

that allows the left tank to

empty while the right tank

stays full.

When that happens, it’s up

to you to relieve the pressure

so fuel will transfer properly.

You do that by opening the

left and right fuel tank caps

every 4-5 hours of operation

to relieve the pressure.

PS 622 SEP 045

M2/M3-Series Bradleys…

Drain filters daily or expect FUEL
FILTER CLOGGED warning light

man, it’s a
good thing
I’m draining
these fuel

filters!

Pressure
relief valve
can stick…

… so remove cap to
discharge vacuum

how can you
be out of
fuel!? we

haven’t been
running that

long! I just can’t
get it to the
right tank!

what
th-!?

the gas
gauge is
reading

empty!?

there’s
all kinds
of water
and gunk
in there!

I’ve got
plenty
of fuel!

ok! we
got a
whole
day in
front
of us!



Hook Latch and Housing Assembly
In addition to lubing this assembly, you’ll need to make sure the mounting screws

are nice and tight.

Vibration loosens the screws. If they

break, the ammo door jams as you try

to open or close it. You won’t be doing

any firing either way.

Make it a point to eyeball those

screw heads with a flashlight every

time you check out the ammo doors

and racks. If they’ve backed out or if

they’re loose enough to turn with your

fingers, give your mechanic a heads up.

He’ll add a dab of locking compound, NSN 8030-01-025-1692, to the screws

before re-tightening them.
PS 622 SEP 046

M1-Series Tanks…

Keep Ammo Doors Moving
Lubrication

Proper lubrication should be your first priority, since lack of lube will result in a

stuck door almost every time.

A semiannual coat of solid film lubricant (SFL), NSN 9150-01-260-2534, is the

way to go. Wipe away any dirt or grease that’ll keep the SFL from sticking. Then,

give the following areas a good coating:

• Ammunition doors. Spray the

door seals, sliding surfaces and

rails.

• Ready ammunition door.

Spray the four seal retainer cams

and the two rail cams.

• Stowage ammunition door.

Spray the two door cams.

• Hook latch. Use a grease gun to lube the hook latch with WTR, NSN 9150-00-

935-5851.

• Hook latch and housing assembly. Spray all moving and touching parts.

• Latches. Spray the sliding surfaces of all latches.

• Ammunition tubes. 

Spray the inside surfaces and

all rubber stops inside the

ammunition tubes with SFL.

That allows ammo to slide in

and seat properly so that it

does not hit the ammo doors.

Do your
ammo door
PM now,
and you

won’t have
any regrets

later.

Wipe rails clean before spraying with SFL

Rubber stops
and interior
of ammo
tubes need
lube, too

Loose screws break off
and jam ammo doors

gunner!
tank!

sabot!

I can’t
get the

ammo door
open!

I know
what you
mean...

waita-
minit, why
‘today’?

I didn’t get a
chance to get
to the Ammo

Door PM.

Hope
nothing
happens
today…

Tankers, a
jammed ammo

door is high up on
the list of “Things
you don’t want to
have happen on the

battlefield.” 
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M109-Series SP Howitzers, M992A2 Ammo Carrier…

The Ins and Outs of PM

You’re a firm believer in preventive maintenance. You do a complete and thorough

PMCS whenever the TM requires it. So why is the track on your howitzer or ammo

carrier in such sad shape?

Sprocket wear could be the culprit. Most

crewmen check the sprocket wear marks to make

sure there are no problems. But what they don’t

notice is that the end connectors can sometimes

wear too far on the inside of the sprocket teeth.

In fact, the teeth may be worn down to or

below the wear marks, even though the outside

of the sprocket looks just fine.

When that happens, the sprocket “hooks” end

connectors during operation. The end connectors

are damaged, track life is reduced and sprockets

are broken.

PS 622 SEP 048

Ground Power Units…

Tired of trying to maneuver a vehicle close enough to slave start a dead vehicle? It’s

never easy, but it’s especially hard within the close confines of a motor pool.

Not only is the job time-consuming, but it usually takes two or three soldiers to get

it done. And if there’s one thing maintenance managers can’t spare, it’s personnel.

You can solve this problem by buying a ground power unit (GPU), NSN 6130-01-

475-5321, for your motor pool. The GPU is a Class IX item, weighs only 125 pounds

and is easy to move between vehicles. In the field, it automatically receives a

recharge from the vehicle it’s hooked up to once the vehicle is started.

The GPU uses a dry-cell design,

so there’s no battery acid to handle.

With the GPU, a maintenance

team in a small vehicle can make

repairs to a disabled tank, re-start it

and send it back into action without

having another tank or recovery

vehicle on site to provide power.

The GPU works great with all

combat, tactical and construction

vehicles—anything that uses a 

24-volt system. So make sure
you check the

inside as well
as the outside

of the sprockets
during PMCS.

owww! my
sprockets are

killin’ me!!

Lemme take
a look.

wow!
the inside
of your

sprocket
is com-
pletely
worn!

Check inside of sprocket
teeth for wear

GPU powers up all combat, tactical
and construction equipment with
24-volt systems

you wanna
start

something?
then you

came to the
right guy!
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M977-Series
HEMTTs…

When lifting
ammunition with

the crane on your
M97 7 -series

HEMTT, the last
thing you want to

see is a sling
failure. 

in fact, you
don’t even

want to be in
the same zip
code if that
ammo comes

crashing
down.

hold it!
I see

some rust
around the

hooks!

Double basket chain sling
holds up to 6,000 pounds

Wire Rope Damage
Kinking

Crushing

Caging

Popped core

Step one in preventing sling failure

is to keep the sling properly marked.

At a minimum, the sling should show

the ID number (vehicle number and

sling NSN), load rating, and the next

required inspection date.

Unmarked slings are more likely to

be abused. Without those guidelines,

the slings may be overloaded or used

for the wrong purpose. That’s very

dangerous for you and others.

There are two slings authorized for

use with the HEMTT. The double bas-

ket chain sling, NSN 3940-01-209-

6008, has a rated load of 6,000 pounds

(3,500 pounds per chain). The six-

legged projectile sling, NSN 3940-01-

241-7400, has a rated load of 5,400

pounds (1,350 pounds per leg).

Step two is to functionally load-

test the slings annually at 100% of

their rated capacity. TB 43-0142,

Safety inspection and Testing of

Lifting Devices, tells you how.

Step three requires inspecting the slings

annually. Here’s how:

Double Basket Chain Sling
With the sling on the ground, eyeball

the chains link-by-link. Watch for any

link that does not hinge freely with its

adjoining link and for obvious signs of

stretching. Also look for bent or twisted

links, defective welds, nicks, gouges, and

any wear that exceeds 3/64 inch from the

chain’s original 1/4-in thickness.

If you spot any of these problems, the

sling is unsafe and should be replaced.

Six-legged Projectile Sling
Replace the sling’s wire rope when

you find broken wiring (six or more ran-

domly distributed broken wires or three

broken wires in one strand).

Next, check the diameter of the wire

rope. If it’s reduced by more than 1/32

inch from the rope’s original 3/8 inch

diameter, replace it.

Pay special attention to the wire rope

near the hooks. Internal corrosion is a

problem there. Replace ropes with wire

strands that show signs of pitting.

Wire ropes that show severe kinking,

crushing, caging, or a popped core should

also be replaced.
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CARC Paint…

The solvents in CARC can damage

the rubber’s flexibility and maybe

even cause premature cracking. If that

happens, your vehicle’s unsafe until

the hoses are replaced.

Have you seen a CARC-painted

rubber hose that has developed

cracks? If so, submit a QDR and send

the failed part to TACOM-TARDEC

for analysis. Here’s the address:

TACOM-TARDEC
TARDEC Materials Engineer MS-267

(Carl Handsy)
6501 E. 11 Mile Rd
Warren, MI 48397-5000

Questions? Call Carl Handsy at

DSN 786-7738 or (586) 574-7738.

His email address is 

igor.carl.handsy@us.army.mil

CARC paint and rubber do not mix.

CARC is designed for use on hard metal

surfaces, not flexible rubber surfaces like

brake lines and hydraulic hoses.

So, your vehicle’s being sent off for a

fresh coat of CARC paint. Before it

goes, take a close look at the exterior

rubber lines and hoses. Have they been

covered with tape and paper yet?

PS 622

CARC on rubber hoses
may cause cracking

good news,
everyone!

you’re finally
going to get a
new paint job!

great!
you’re going
to cover our

lines and
hoses first,
aren’t you?

Tug Boat
BII Blower

Use NSN 4140-01-333-2224 to get the
portable ventilating blower for the large
inland and coastal tug boat. This NSN
replaces the one shown on Page B-37 of
TM 55-1925-207-10-2.

Tug Boat Life
Preserver

Use NSN 4220-01-485-1135 to get an
orange life preserver with collar for the
large inland and coastal tug boat. This NSN
replaces the one shown on Page B-73 of
TM 55-1925-207-10-2 w/C3.

Tug Boat
BII Pump

Use NSN 4320-01-387-2869 to get the cen-
trifugal pump unit for the large inland and
coastal tug boat. This NSN replaces the
one shown on Page B-116 of TM 55-1925-
207-10-2 w/C3.

Carc
paint may
make them
crack!

Sure, that’s
supposed to
be done by

your support
before they

do the
painting. 

But since it’s
your vehicle and
you have to drive

it, protecting
those lines and
hoses yourself
just makes plain

good sense.

mailto:igor.carl.handsy@us.army.mil


If you use the internal com-

bustion engine (ICE) box with

the AN/PSM-95 Soldier's

Portable On-system Repair

Tool (SPORT) or AN/PSM-

95A Maintenance Support

Device (MSD), make sure the

ICE box power switch is

turned off before you connect

their components for testing. 

If the switch is on, voltage

can damage the ICE test kit's

DM224 PCMCIA circuit

card, which costs almost

$3,000. That means no more

testing. Before hookup, also

check the power/data cable

for fraying at the connectors.

A frayed cable can short cir-

cuit and also damage the card

and the ICE box itself.

Check for fraying at connectors

To help you remember to turn

the switch off, stick a warning

label on top of the ICE box. Get

the label by calling the

MSD/SPORT Help Desk at 

1-877-564-1137 or emailing:

APATS@redstone.army.mil

You can also contact MSD/

SPORT support through the

dial-up connection that's part of

the MSD desktop by clicking on

the MSD homepage icon. 

Info on removing and installing the MSD and SPORT PCMCIA card is in TM 9-

6625-2301-12, which is the interactive electronic technical manual that came with the

MSD. The TM can be accessed from the IETM icon on the MSD desktop. The com-

puter-based training module that's part of the MSD and SPORT software gives addi-

tional training and info. To access it, hit the CBT icon on the desktop. 

SPORT users will need to order TM 9-6625-2301-12 through their pubs account. 

If you have any questions about MSD or SPORT, call or write MSD/SPORT support

at the numbers and addresses above. 

For technical discussions on TMDE, go to the Army Knowledge Online website at:

https://www.us.army.mil/portal/jhtml/dc/disc.jhtml

PS 622 SEP 0414

TMDE…

Turn switch off before hooking up components

Get warning sticker and put it on ICE

yeoowww!!
you forgot to
turn off my
power switch!

you just
fried that
circuit card. 

if you have a SPORT
with serial number
CDA 20366 through

CDA 21733, it may still
be under warranty
even though the

warranty date says
it isn’t. 

SPORT Warranty Wrong
To check,

call 1-888-
577-6780
and they

can quickly
tell you. 

Voltage KOs SPORT, MSD Cards

The warranty date
listed on some

AN/PSM-95 Soldier’s
Portable On-system

Repair Tools
(SPORT) is wrong. 

if your
SPORT
is still
covered
by the

warranty,
the manu-
facturer
will pay
to mail,
fix and

return it.

https://www.us.army.mil/portal/jhtml/dc/disc.jhtml
APATS@redstone.army.mil


Dear Mr. B.B.,

Info on shipping weapons is lacking in many of the -23&P TMs for the rifles and

machine guns, so here's the basic scoop on getting your weapons ready for a trip:

First, clean them thoroughly like it shows in the -10 TMs. But don't steam clean

them. That leads to corrosion problems. 

Then lube the weapons like the -10 says. All metal surfaces should be lubed. For

most weapons, that means lube with CLP. Exceptions are the MK19 and the

Avenger's M3P, which use stronger lubes. See their TMs for lubing instructions.

M16-Series Rifle, M4/M4A1 Carbine…

PS 622 SEP 0416

Is There a
Cleaning Kit

NSN?

Dear Half-Mast,
We've heard that there's

an NSN that brings the entire
cleaning kit for the M16-series
rifle and M4/M4A1 carbine.

Is there? 

SFC K.M.

Dear Sergeant K.M.,

No, there is not an NSN for a clean-

ing kit. Commercial cleaning kits

exist but lack a rigid cleaning rod.

Without a cleaning rod, you have no

way of dealing with a spent cartridge

in the chamber. Use the NSNs in the

back of TM 9-1005-319-10 to order

the tools and supplies you need for

cleaning M16s and M4s.

Small Arms…

Dear Half-Mast,
We are getting ready to ship out to Iraq and we're wondering where to

go for info on packing our rifles and machine guns. We don't want to get
there and find out our weapons didn't make the trip safely. 

B.B.

Wrap each weapon with vapor corro-

sion inhibitor (VCI) barrier and secure

the barrier with tape. NSN 8135-00-664-

0015 gets 600 feet of barrier. You can

also use non-VCI greaseproof stretch-

able wrap, NSN 8135-00-753-4661, and

add CORTEX Cor-Pak I-MUL VCI

packets, NSN 6850-01-470-2737, at one

per cubic foot inside the wrap. The NSN

is not on FED LOG, but you can order it

through GSA. You get a carton of 300

packets for $242. 

Place the weapons in weather-resistant

fiberboard boxes. Put filler material like

bubble wrap in the boxes to prevent

weapons from shifting during travel.

Tape all open box seams and edges to

prevent VCI from escaping the box and

water and sand from getting in. 

Get boxes for the MK19 with NSN

8115-00-190-5015 and boxes for the M2

with NSN 8115-00-579-8461. 

If you need NSNs for more packing

materials and boxes, see Pages 56-60 in

PS 596 (Jul 02). The article is on the PS

website at:

http://www.logsa.army.mil/

pub/psissues/ps_596.pdf

If you need racks to ship the weapons

in, see Pages 16-17 in PS 619 (Jun 04)

for rack NSNs. It's on the Internet at 

http://www.logsa.army.mil/ 

pub/psissues/ps_619.pdf

If you have other questions, contact

TACOM's Dongil Juhn at DSN 793-

0242/(309) 782-0242 or email:

juhnd@ria.army.mil 

or call TACOM's David Piskorik at DSN

793-6164/(309) 782-6164 or email:

piskorikd@ria.army.mil

tell ‘em
to use
only

what my
tm says!

yeah, those
commercial kits

don’t have a
cleaning rod!

oh, good.
the weapons
shipment has

arrived!

I wish you had
read up on pack-
ing and shipping
weapons before
sending us on

this trip.

we’re so beat
up we’ve lost

our fight.

How to Ship Weapons

would
ya look
at that!

wha
a!?

{choke!}

https://www.logsa.army.mil/pub/psissues/ps_596.pdf
https://www.logsa.army.mil/pub/psissues/ps_619.pdf
mailto:juhnd@ria.army.mil
piskorikd@ria.army.mil
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Mortars…

Page G-3: Change the cable diagram to show
the 3W17 cable's P1 connector hooked to the
J4 port of SINCGARS.

SINCGARS
Voice (Top)

R/T #6

SINCGARS
DSFN (Bottom)

R/T #4

VAA
#3

B

A

INC.

INC.P1

1J4

P2

P7

1J4

Spare
SP-T CIM-B

Spare RS-
232 for

Future INC.

SP-TCIM-A

5J6

5J3

5J4

5J5

5J12

Page G-2: Change the cable diagram to show
the 4W7 cable's P8 connector hooked to the J4
port of SINCGARS. 

Page 2-20.1: Add the following note:
"Pressing the CTRL DEL twice will cause improp-
er shutdown and will lock up the computer. The
DELETE MEMORY AND SHUTDOWN? operator
message box will not appear. Turn MBC Power
switch OFF."

if your unit uses the
M31 mortar ballistics
computer (NSNs 1220-
01-484-1740 and 1220-

01-484-0716), make
these changes in
the computer's

TM 9-1220-247-13&P…

SINCGARS
Voice, R/T #2

SINCGARS
Digital D.S. F.A.
Btu. Fire Net,
FED, R/T #3

VAA

#1

D

C

INC.

INC.

5J6

5J3

5J4

5J5

5J12

SPTCIM-A

SPTCIM-B

P8

1J4

1J4

P9
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Small Arms…

A Large Amount of Mounting Info
The trouble comes when you try

to figure out which sights and aim-

ing devices can be mounted on

which weapons and how you mount

them. The TMs for the weapons

usually don't cover that and some-

times it's hard to locate a TM for a

sight or aiming device. And then

there's also the problem of zeroing

the sight or aiming device. 

Well, there is a publication that

has all the info you need on what

you can mount on which weapons,

how to do it, and how to zero the

sight or aiming device. It's called the

Small Arms Integration Book. And

the good news is that you don't have

to order it. You can download it at:

http://www.adtdl.army.mil/

cgi-bin/atdl.dll/st/saib/saib.htm

Read the instructions on how to

download the book. The book runs

hundreds of pages and takes quite a

while to download on even the

fastest Internet connection.

Now you can mount
all sorts of night
vision sights and
aiming devices on

your rifle or
machine gun. 

Once you print
out a copy of
the book, you
might want to
get it copied

locally.

http://www.adtdl.army.mil/cgi-bin/atdl.dll/st/saib/saib.htm


Dear Half-Mast,
There are some places in the M2 machine gun's 

TM 9-1005-213-10 and FM 23-65 that seem to contradict
each other. I was wondering if you could clear these areas up:
• Para 2-3a in the FM says to use CLP to clean and
lubricate and Para 2-3f further says to use RBC only if
CLP isn't available. But Chapter 3 in the TM says to use
RBC and carbon removing compound for cleaning the M2.

So which is it?
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Position and Azimuth Determining System…

When components are breaking down on the position and azimuth determining sys-

tem (PADS), not enough units are sending them in for repair. As a result, the Army

can’t repair components and put them back in the field and units can’t get replace-

ment components to keep their PADS operating. 

If you have any broken PADS components sitting in your unit, turn them in. The

following are in really short supply:

• computer, NSN 7020-01-120-4131, PN 880700-8 (Item 32 in Fig 1 of TM 5-6675-

308-24P)

• power supply, NSN 6130-01-117-7234, PN 880750-6 (Item 7 in Fig 30)

• circuit card assembly, NSN 5998-01-355-4518, PN 880598-1 (Item 9 in Fig 41)

• computer subassembly, NSN 7050-01-236-3232, PN 868199-1 (Item 8 in Fig 30)

• circuit card assembly, NSN 5998-01-182-5198, PN 880778-3 (Item 43 in Fig 30)

• power supply, NSN 6130-01-139-6339, PN 880600-3 (Item 33 in Fig 1)

• circuit card assembly, NSN 5998-01-315-1637, PN 880592-1 (Item 11 in Fig 44)

• circuit card assembly, NSN 5998-01-182-5202, PN 880690-4 (Item 21 in Fig 44) 

• control and display, NSN 5999-01-117-1223, PN 880800-2 (Item 34 in Fig 1)

• electronic component test set, NSN 5999-01-117-7374, PN 877465-2 (Item 58 in

Fig 2 in TM 5-6675-238-24P)

For shipping instructions, contact TACOM’s Karen Conger at DSN 793-

5578/(309) 782-5578 or email CongerK@ria.army.mil
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M2 Machine Guns…

For really
tough cleaning
jobs, RBC is

usually better
than CLP. Don't

mix CLP with
LSA or LAW.
They don't
work well
together.

it says here the army
doesn’t have any
replacement parts
for you because no

one has been sending
parts in for repair.

drat! now I’ll
never get back to
the field. I feel

so useless.

good idea.
I’m a little
confused,

too.

hmmm… this guy
is confused by

your Tm and Fm.

Send In Broken Components

CLP, RBC, and
carbon removing
compound are all

authorized for
cleaning the M2.

But RBC and
carbon cleaning
compounds are
cleaners only.

Above 10°, use CLP or
LSA. Between -10 and
10, you can use CLP,

LSA, or LAW. Below -10,
use only LAW. 

let’s see if we
can straighten
everything out.

Thanks, sergeant, for
pointing out these

confusing areas in the
TM and FM. Hope this
clears everything up.

Once you're
finished cleaning

with them, you must
wipe the machine
gun dry and then

lube it with LSA or
LAW, depending on
the temperature.
CLP cleans and

lubes so no futher
lubing is required.

• Item 4 in work package 0023 00-4 in the TM says
"Use LSA above 0° F and LAW below 0° F",
but 0023 00-6 says "Between 10° F and -10°
F use CLP, LSA or LAW. Below 
-10° F use only LAW."

What's correct? 

SGT C.L.S.

mailto:CongerK@ria.army.mil


Still no luck? The air outlet cap may

be leaking. Put a new cap on or seal the

outlet with your finger (wear gloves to

do that).

Look for cracks in the flowmeter and

a missing gasket at the top of the

flowmeter. That's Item 3 in the PMCS.

If it's cracked, the flowmeter won't pass

its test.

Still doesn't pass? Check that the

rainshield adapter is tight. If all that

doesn't fix the problem, it's time for that

M8A1 to go to support. 
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M8A1 Chemical Agent Alarm…

Let's Keep M8A1 Alarmed

PMCS
If your M8A1 has been locked in a cabinet for weeks, the

M43A1 detector probably won't reach the green zone on its

meter in 15 minutes during PMCS. Give it longer to run.

Sometimes the M43A1 just has to run until the cell assembly

clears itself, which may take longer than 15 minutes. 

If the M8A1 has been stored for a long period, also check

that the binding posts can be depressed. Corrosion could

have frozen them. Then you can't connect the detector to the

alarm. Get frozen binding posts replaced. 

Here are a few
ways NBC NCOs
and operators
can keep the
M8A1 sniffing
for danger. 

just give
me some time
to stabilize. 

I’ve been
sitting a
long time.

Binding posts
frozen?

Remember your NBC NCO needs to

install the air outlet filter if you're oper-

ating the M8A1 inside. Because of its

radioactive source, the M8A1 puts out

radioactive particles.

If the flowmeter is OK but the

M43A1 still can't get the ball into the

green zone, make sure the air outlet nut

is tight and the case main seal, air filter

plug seal, and air inlet seal are good.

Turn the air outlet nut clockwise with

your fingers until it's hand-tight. Report

bad seals.

Flowmeter cracked? Gasket missing?
If detector
fails, get
new cap

Rainshield
adapter
tight?

Air outlet nut tight?

Remember, never run the M43A1

longer than 30 seconds with the air out-

let sealed. Otherwise, heat destroys its

circuitry.

I’m so
alarmed
by this

chemical
threat!

yaaahhhh!

our m8
has come
through
for us!

if your M8A1
chemical agent
alarm doesn't
stay alarmed,
you could have

alarming
results. 

every-
one in
their 

jslist!



Radiation RulesAnother never is to never leave a test

paddle in longer than two minutes and

never try more than two paddles. If you

ignore those rules, the detector cell is

contaminated and it takes a l-o-n-g time

to purge it.

If the M43A1 doesn't respond to

tests, its toggle switch may be turned

off. The switch should point out, away

from the pump module. Flip it out if

necessary. 
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• Keep the M43A1 locked in

a metal cabinet or caged area

with a radioactive caution

sticker posted on the door. If

you don't have a sticker, see

your safety officer. 

• Have the M43A1 wipe

tested for radiation leaks by

support every 12 months.

Your M43A1 detector will be

non-mission capable if

there's not a record of a cur-

rent wipe test. And the detec-

tor cell must have radiation

warning labels stuck to it, as

well as a sticker showing

when it was wipe tested. 

• Once the outlet filter is

clogged or damaged, it must

be placed in a sealed plastic

bag and given to your local

RPO. See Para 4-13 in the

M8A1's TM 3-6665-312-

12&P for details. 

In the Field
When you connect the detector to

the alarm, tie off nine inches of wire

at the loop on the side of the

M43A1. If the loop is missing, wrap

the wire around the handle. That

keeps the wire from being jerked

out if someone trips on it.

Warn your unit before you test

the alarm. Otherwise, you could

come back to your unit and find

everyone dressed in chemical

gear...and saying unkind things

about you.

Never leave paddle in
longer than 2 minutes

Toggle switch pointing out?

Loop
wires
around
handle

Because the M43A1 has
a radioactive source,
you have to follow the

radiation rules…

if you don't
follow these

rules, you could
find yourself in
hot water with

all sorts of
government
agencies.

Store in locked
cabinet with
warning label

Check for warning
labels and wipe
test sticker

Outlet filter must
be disposed of as
hazardous waste

oops! I
should have

told you
guys I was

testing.
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hey,
what’s
going
on?

I wish I knew which shipping
container to use to ship this

Bradley engine stateside.

here,
lemme
show
you!

the year is 2104 at the
fort banneker army base,
where soldiers are being
trained at the advanced

technology facility.

here they learn to
operate state of the art
weapons that function
on voice commands and

retina scans.

I’m at the new
supermax

weapons training
facility here at
fort banneker.

I’m frank tate
reporting for
galaxy news.

let’s see if I got this url typed in correctly…

https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/topics.cfm
yep… hit enter, and… aha!

You’re in luck! I just saw
some info about this at
the new PS webpage. The
one called Hot Topics.

https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/topics.cfm
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this place is
a marvel of
engineering,

folks.

here inside, soldiers
have been preparing
their new weapons

systems for months.

sergeant
chung, what new
equipment are
you going to
be trained on?

my unit’s been
waitin’ to get
our hands on
those photon
cannons and
sonic rifles
we’ve heard

about.

sergeant jones,
the equipment

engineers say that
the new weapons

are virtually
maintenance

free.

yes,
sir!

and no more hard
work! nice, huh?

back
to you,
jill.

now that that
reporter has
left, I think

I’ll check the
firing range.

computer… 
initiate primary
and secondary

doors.

see you later,
sergeant chung.

this photon cannon is a
powerhouse. I’ll just voice
activate the screen target.

power up!
focus and

initiate range
program
delta.

uh-oh… looks
like it’s over-
heated. the

cannon barrel’s
warped.

what the heck
happened to my
photon cannon!?
system shutdown
gamma alpha!

that’s why they
say no more

pmcs, no more
oil changes, no

more inspections.

that’s it for this
segment. we’ll update

you on a later
broadcast when
training is over.
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meanwhile,
at the aviation
sector…

attention, eagle
hawk, this is 

sergeant jones.

eagle hawk…
initiate turbonic
engine start up!

I can hear the
engine revving up,
but the rotor
blades aren’t

turning!

emergency
engine shutdown

gamma 3-2-1!

that
did it…

the
fire’s
out!

fire alert!
fire alert!!

automatic halon
extinguishing
protection
deployed!

meanwhile,
at the rifle
range,
pfc meyers
takes aim… this sonic

rifle is a
great
weapon.

this weapon
is really

automatic…
it even
cleans
itself.

wha-a-a!?

oh, no!
what’s
going
on!?

what th-? this
never happened

before.

I fired
it at last
cycle and
it worked

fine!
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and at the power
blaster range…

this super
tank’s a real

fighting
machine!

yeah…
it’ll plow

through any
obstacle.

give’ er
the gun

and
let’s get
movin!

what’s
happened?

it’s
stopped
dead
in it’s

tracks!

later, in the
break room…

quincy, have
you heard
about all

the equipment
failures?

this equipment
is supposed to
be maintenance
free, isn’t it? yeah.

hey, y’know, I
recall something

about a highly
successful
preventive

maintenance
program data

base from
years ago.

preventive
maintenance?
huh. that’s a
good idea.

let’s see if we
can access the

holographic
programs.

maybe it can
help us now.

in the data base storage center, after
the old program has been fed new data…

look… those are
the people who were
responsible for main-
tenance information

years ago.

maybe
they

can help
us now.

that photon
cannon barrel

had to be
changed every
3,000 rounds…
and it wasn’t.

the bird’s
secondary
systems to
check the
oil sight
gauge

should’ve
been

initiated.

the sonic
rifle blew up
because of a
plugged sonic

port that
should’ve

been cleaned.

…and the power
blaster tank

can’t function
with dirty air

induction system
filters. you have
to change them!

sergeant
chung, you

took virtually
maintenance free

technology…
and junked it.

sergeant jones, the
engine fire started in

the eagle hawk because
too many engine oil gel

packs were used.

what
do we

do
now?



A trip through the crawlspace underneath a house is a daunting task. 

So is crawling through a gauntlet of stuff to perform checks on the AN/ARC-186

UHF radio cables in your Black Hawk’s tail cone crawlspace.

Sometimes the cables get crushed because the crawlspace is tight. So watch where

you place your feet.

HH-60A/UH-60A/L…
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UHF radio not
working? Check
cable in tailcone

Do not step
on UHF cable

Crawl back to tailcone
to check UHF cable

Then you
may be
looking

at an NMC
bird.

yes! I got
the long straw!
I’ll get started

dropping the
rear troop

seats!

{sigh} that means
I have to remove
the interior and

crawl back to the
tailcone to do the
uhf radio check.

sergeant
chung, your
unit’s been
training for

about a
week. TELL

the AUDience
how it went.

we can never eliminate
preventive maintenance.

even advanced
technology and 

equipment need pm… or
they won’t work!

this is frank
tate of galaxy
news signing
off… until
next time!

“I suspect the
engineer-inventor
after whom this
base was named
would agree.”

“pm will never
be automatic. we’ve

got to get in
there and do it.”

if you damage
the cables, your
UHF radio won’t

transmit or
receive signals. 

this is frank tate
for galaxy news,

back to check
progress at the

advanced technology
facility at

fort banneker.

the old saying that
those who don’t learn
from history are doomed

to repeat it is true.

there you have
it… preventive
maintenance is

back on line. with
sergeant half-
mast, sergeant
blade, bonnie,

and connie giving
advice, pm’s
future looks

bright.



a Good Thing

That solves one problem with overfilling. But after you drain the excess fluid,

some of it remains trapped in the hydraulic system and continues to drain from the

line inboard of the front landing gear wheels when the aircraft is moved.

To avoid cleaning up a mess on the hangar floor or on the flight line, place a drip

pan inboard of the front landing gear to catch the continuous drips.  

And when servicing your bird’s three hydraulic pump modules, like it says in

Para 1-3-8 of TM 1-1520-237-23-1, go easy on adding fluid. Pour just enough and

prevent overfilling by eyeballing the level indicator as you pour.

That way you’ll escape the hassle of continuous dripping for days on end.
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HH-60L/UH-60A/L… Too Much of

That’s right, mechanics, put a little too much hydraulic fluid in your Black Hawk’s

hydraulic pump reservoirs and you’ve just committed an overfilling violation. 

You can take care of the problem by draining off the excess fluid. Just disconnect

the plastic drain tube from the drain valve of each pump. Place the container at the

bleed valve opening. Press down the bleed valve button and turn the selector valve

handle clockwise for each reservoir to drain the excess fluid from all the pumps. 

Reservoirs overfilled? Remove tube…

…place container at opening,
press down bleed valve…

…then turn selector valve handle
clockwise for each reservoir

well,
here’s your
drip pan.
better

late than
never!

good
heavens!
what a
mess!

that other mechanic
overfilled my

hydraulic fluids and
didn’t drain off the

excess!!

it ain’t
my

fault!



End Shields
If you do damage a

rocket end shield, contact

your ammunition logis-

tics/quality assurance

representative or turn in

the rocket to the ammo

supply point. Units aren't

authorized to replace end

shields on their own. 

Fin Restraint Bands/EMR Shield
Don't throw away EMR

shields on the MOD 3 rocket

motors or fin restraint bands on

all other motor mods. You will

need to reuse the shields or bands

when you unload unfired rockets.
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M260/M261 Rocket Launcher…

Loading Tool
Use the loading tool for loading and unloading rockets. Without the tool, you

could jam the rocket in its tube against the rocket stop. Then, when you have to move

it forward to lock it in place, the end shield may be punctured and the igniter wire

and weather seal damaged. That makes the rocket unusable because of electrostatic

discharge and the hazard of electromagnetic radiation (EMR) to ammo and rockets.

The loading tool is something you fab-

ricate at the unit with 1-in inside diame-

ter rubber hose with a maximum outside

diameter of of 1 3/8 inch. You can get the

hose with NSN 4720-00-415-1362. You

will also need a 14-in piece of 1-in

wooden dowel and a hose clamp. You

will need to buy the dowel and hose

clamp at your local home improvement

center. Instructions for putting the tool

together are in Appendix E-1 of TM 9-

1055-460-13&P and in the TM for the

aircraft the launcher is installed on. Each

forward area refueling point should have

at least two loading tools.

Keep bands
for reuse

Fin restraint band

…you get
damaged
end shields

Use loading tool for loading
and unloading or else…

yowww!!
you’re s’posed to use
a loading tool when

you load rockets!

that rocket
will probably
need a new
end shield!

c’mon, we’re
gonna be late
if you don’t get

a move on!

yeah yeah,
I just gotta
shove these
rockets in

and I’ll be—

Load Up on loading tips

Loading and unloading
rockets in the M260/M261
rocket launcher are not
“jam 'em in and yank 'em

out” operations!

So load up on
this loading

and unloading
info…

if you don't watch
what you're doing, you

can easily damage
the rocket's end
shield, fins and
nozzle assembly.
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CVC and MK-1697/G…

if you have
questions about
the helmet or

microphone-head-
set, contact the
item manager,

Ellen Thomas, DSN:
444-8071, email:

ellen.thomas@
dla.mil

NSN

5965-01-063-1332
5930-00-114-4359
5995-00-302-7519
5995-00-302-7515
5995-00-302-7521
5340-00-134-3846
5995-00-302-7520
5930-00-114-4362
5310-00-022-1117
5305-00-494-7334
5305-00-224-0783
5965-01-076-8026
5965-01-099-7869
5965-01-063-1910
5965-01-063-1909
5365-01-076-8073
5965-00-135-0506
8415-01-093-0590
5965-00-937-1851
5965-00-135-0547
8470-01-389-3815
8470-01-389-3821
8415-00-134-9396
8415-00-134-9397
8415-00-134-9398
8415-00-163-9040
8415-00-163-9041
8415-00-163-9042
8415-00-163-9043
8415-00-163-9044
8415-00-163-9045
8415-00-163-9046
8415-00-163-9048
8415-00-163-9052
8415-01-207-1196
8415-01-207-1197
8415-01-470-2821
8415-01-470-2840
8415-01-470-2845
8415-01-470-2856

Item

Earphone shell
Switch
Cord assembly 
Cord assembly, upper 
Cord assembly, branched
Clip
Electrical lead
Switch handle
Lock washer
Machine screw
Machine screw
Earcup
Pad, helmet cushioning
Pad, filler
Pad
Plate spacer
Earphone
Pad, cushioning
Microphone
Guide boom 
Shell (sm/med)
Shell (large)
Liner (small)
Liner (medium)
Liner (large)
Pad, center, small
Pad, side, small
Pad, center, medium
Pad, side, medium
Pad, center, large
Pad, side, large
Pad, setting, brown
Pad, chin
Pad, chin strap 
Attachment kit
Attachment kit 
Liner, medium
Liner, large
Pad set, medium
Pad set, large

The CVC helmet (DH-132A/B) and
MK-1697/G components can be ordered

for replacement parts…

NSN 8470-01-

130-8180
130-3794
130-3795
389-3822
389-3823
389-3818

Size

Small DH-132A 
Medium DH-132A 
Large DH-132A 
Small DH-132B 
Medium DH-132B 
Large DH-132B 

nah, turns
out that’s

only a
reference
number!

you
can’t

order the
assembly
with it!

you
didn’t
get
it?

so, I tried to order
the headset-microphone

kit, MK-1697/G, using
NSN 5965-00-313-8958.

how the
heck can
you get
the kit?

A new helmet
comes with the
headset-micro-

phone kit as part
of the assembly. 

A new
helmet!? 

“Each
version

has
three

different
sizes—
small,
medium

and
large.”

The CVC
helmet
has two
versions,
DH-132A

and
DH-132B

(increased
ballistic
shell).

…or order
a whole new
CVC helmet. 

I’m gonna have
to order it piece

by piece…



The original shipping containers are the best place to keep spare parts. But when

that option is not available, use plastic self-sealing bags. These bags keep dirt, dust,

sand and moisture away from small commo parts in the field.

The plastic bags protect small items like connectors, cables, fuses, o-rings, hand-

sets, microphones and batteries. 

And because the bags are clear, you

can tell at a glance what’s inside them.
Here’s a list of some of the available sizes:

Don't
be Flummoxed

by
the

FHMUX!
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Cables…

When it comes to ordering the installation kit for the Frequency Hopping

Multiplexer (FHMUX), TD-1456, the length of the cables matters. 

Each of the five

FHMUX installation kits

comes with four cables.

All the kits have one

cable in common. That’s

one electrical radio fre-

quency cable assembly,

CG-3856/VRC, NSN

5995-01-437-8856. It’s

12 feet long.

But the other three

cables in all five kits are

the same length within

their kit, but are different

lengths than in the other

kits.

One kit has 6-ft cables;

one has 12-ft cables; one

has 18-ft cables; one has

24-ft cables; and one has

30-ft cables. 

The kit you need to

order is determined by

the length of cable you

need to do the job. 

Here are the kits and the sizes of their cables::

NSN
5895-01-442-

NSN
5995-01-

4582

4583

4585

4586

4584

CG-3856
CX-13509
CX-13528
CG-3856
CX-13509
CX-13528
CG-3856
CX-13509
CX-13258
CG-3856
CX-13509
CX-13528
CG-3856
CX-13509
CX-13528

444-2730
438-7822
444-7933
437-8856
438-7823
437-8865
444-2729
438-7826
437-8853
300-9318
444-2731
437-8868
437-8857
438-7824
439-1746

Kit Cable

MK-2863

MK-2864

MK-2865

MK-2866

MK-2867

Size
(feet)

6
6
6

12
12
12
18
18
18
24
24
24
30
30
30

Each kit
has four
cables
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Commo…

Don’t forget, plastic bags have a

high static charge. Never use them to

store circuit cards, transistors, resistors

or any other device sensitive to electro-

static discharge (ESD). There are spe-

cial anti-static bags for ESD sensitive

items.

Also, when you bag an item, squeeze

the air out of the bag before you seal it

to cut down on condensation.

Qty

1000
1000
1000

500
500

NSN 8105-00-837-

7753
7754
7755
7756
7757

Size (inches)

4x4
6x6
8x8
101/2x11
12x12

we may not
be very big…

…but we’ll
protect these
spare parts

from the
likes of you!

I’m not
anti-static!
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Dear Editor,
When deployed, we have a real problem keeping our AN/PVS-14 night

vision sights in shape. Broken battery compartments, broken battery
caps and broken adapter brackets are common. 

After talking to many people, we think much of the abuse that leads
to breakage could be stopped if the AN/PVS-14 had a hard case that
could be attached to the ALICE or MOLLE system. 

We found one such case for $44 that is advertised as “slim-line and
impact resistant.” But before we local purchase and spend our money,
we want to make sure there was nothing in the supply system we could
order. Is there a hard case for the AN/PVS-14 in the supply system?

SPC Jeremy D. Jernigan
A Co, 1/502 Inf  
SWA

(Editor's note: No, there is no hard carrying case like the one you describe in the sys-

tem at this time. The PVS-14 comes with a modified ammo container that is to be used

as a shipping and storage case, which is not designed for securing to your MOLLE.

Thanks for writing. You have given the folks who would procure a case something to

think about.) 

Dear Half-Mast,
We cannot find a substitute for battery, BA-1391/U,

NSN 6135-00-935-2532, which is no longer in the
supply system. We have an IM-174A/PD radiac that uses
three of these batteries. What should we do? 

SGT L.N.

Dear Sergeant L.N.,

Get rid of the IM-174A/PD! It’s as obsolete as Pac-Man. To replace it, order the

AN/VDR-2, NSN 6665-01-222-1425, now, and when one becomes available, it will

be shipped to you. It works with a common 9-volt battery.  

Check around your shop. You may already have the AN/VDR-2 and just failed to

turn in the IM-174A!

One more word on this: there is another variety of the IM-174A that uses a D-cell

battery.  Also, the IM-174B uses a D-cell battery.  If you have one of these and it is

working well, keep using it.  But when it goes kaput, order the AN/VDR-2.

In any case, just be sure to update your MTOE so you’re authorized to have the

AN/VDR-2 when it becomes available.

hey, have
you seen
our IM-
174A/PD?

take me
instead!
I’m his

replace-
ment!

Look at all
these broken
AN/PVS-14s! 

What can
we do to

stop
this!?

you don’t
need him!
he’s got
obsolete

parts. 

I'm 
obsolete!



If you spot numbers 613-9854-005 or 613-9868-

008, you’re up-to-date and good-to-go. (PLGR+96

software version 613-9868-008 is the preferred oper-

ating system if the hardware will support it.

Any other numbers mean you need new software. 

See your CECOM LAR for a copy of MWO 11-

5820-291-30-4. The MWO lists the software you

need, tells how to install it and authorizes you to do

it. Your LAR should also have a copy of the new

software. 

If not, the software is available on the Internet at

CECOM’s software engineering directorate website.

Go to:

http://www.sed.monmouth.army.mil/RDIT/

You’ll have to register and get a password in order

to download the software. 

If you have any questions about the new software or how to get it, contact Willie

Jackson at DSN 468-3518 or email: willie.jackson@robins.af.mil

If you have PLGR/EPLGR safety questions, contact David Kiernan at DSN 992-

0084 or email: david.kiernan@us.army.mil
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PLGR/EPLGR Software…

Old software could cause your PLGR/EPLGR to

continually reset and the display to flash over and

over. That would make your precision receiver not

so precise!

Even if you haven’t had these problems, check

what software you’re using. As you power up the

PLGR/EPLGR, look for the 10-digit number. It will

be on the third line of the first display. If you’re

already powered up, you can find the number on a

status page by using the MENU key. 

You could become the
nowhere man if you

don’t have the latest
software installed in
your precision light-
weight GPS receiver

(PLGR) or the enhanced
(EPLGR) model.

Look for third line
keep my

software
up-to-
date!

where
are we?

man, I
wish this
plgr was
working…

it
should

be
working.

Y’know, I
think I was
s’posed to
update the
software…

I hope
you’re

kidding!

I’m not
kidding!

you’re
not

kidding!!

http://www.sed.monmouth.army.mil/RDIT/
mailto:willie.jackson@robins.af.mil
mailto:david.kiernan@us.army.mil
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Search by Manufacturer
To search by manufacturer, look for the list of letters near the top of

the screen. These letters are links to manufacturers. Click on the one that
is the first letter of the company name. For example, if you’re looking for
the Loctite Corporation, click on the letter L.

The next screen brings up a list of company links whose name begins with
L. Click on Loctite Corporation and it’ll lead you to the page on the com-
pany website where you’ll find MSDS.

Material Safety Data Sheets…

Dear Half-Mast,
Here in the maintenance facility we rely on material safety data sheets

(MSDS) every day. I’ve found a website that makes it convenient to view
or print MSDS from a variety of manufacturers. Best of all, it’s free of
charge.

The website is Vermont Safety Information Resources, Inc. (SIRI). To
access the SIRI home page, go to http://www.hazard.com. You’re not
required to enter a login ID or password to view or print MSDS.

On the home page you’ll find links to: 
• discussion board
• safety websites
• OSHA and EPA regulations
• an online library of safety information
• a bookstore of safety and health titles you can order online
To find MSDS from the home page, click on SIRI MSDS collection—

Florida Site. 
Once you get to
the next screen,
you can search for
MSDS in one of
three ways:
• by manufacturer
• by whole or
partial words or
numbers in the
company or
product name
• by NSN

SIRI Home Page:
Click here to start looking for MSDS

Search by Words
or Numbers

To search by whole or
partial words or numbers
in the company or product
name, look for the field
that says Find. If, for
example, you’re looking for
a lubricant, type in the
word lubricant. Click on
the radio button that says
Whole words only. Then
click the Search button.
The next screen brings up
a variety of lubricant
product links. Each screen
contains 50 links. To view
the next group of links, go
to the bottom of the
screen and click Get next
50. Click on the link for
the product you want and
you’ll get its MSDS.

Search MSDS by
manufacturer

Search MSDS
by words

http://www.hazard.com
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Extended Cold Weather Clothing...

formula for repelling water

every time you wash your extended cold weather clothing system (ECWCS) parka

and trousers, you wash away more than just dirt. You wash away some of their water

repellency.

So, if your ECWCS

has gone through lots

of washing and rain-

water no longer beads

on the fabric surface,

it’s time to restore the

water repellent protec-

tion. If your post laun-

dry does that job, take

your parka and

trousers there. A field

or post laundry can

get five gallons of

water-repellent laun-

dry additive with NSN

8030-01-408-9444, or

55 gallons with NSN

8030-01-408-9445.

SEP 0450

Search by NSN
To search by NSN, type it in the Find field and click the NSN radio but-

ton. Then click on Search. The next screen shows a list of links to all the
companies that supply the product under that NSN. Click on the compa-
ny/NSN link and you’ll get its MSDS.

SGT Thomas Sparks
HQ 2123d Trans Co.

(HET)
Richmond, KY

Search MSDS
by NSN

An ECWCS that
can’t repel water
can’t protect you
from hypothermia
when it gets wet.

t-t-tell
muh-me a-
about it!

ah, what if the
post laundry
doesn’t do

the job?

Congratulations,
Sergeant sparks. 

You’ve supplied a
vital “link” to finding

MSDS. 

Another great place
to find MSDS is the
Hazardous Material

information Resource
System (HMIRS)

website at:

http://www.dlis.dla.mil/
hmirs/default.asp

it’s the official DOD
repository for MSDS.

what
happened
to him?

he didn’t restore
the water repellency
to his clothes! so he
got wet and froze!

http://www.dlis.dla.mil/hmirs/default.asp


• Wash the ECWCS in your washing machine according to the care label instructions.

• After you’ve run your clothing through the entire wash cycle, run them through the

rinse cycle again to make sure all the soap is rinsed out.

• Set the machine again to the wash cycle and the water temperature to warm. Fill the

machine until all clothing is completely covered with water.

• Add the water repellent

following the directions on

the bottle. If the directions

aren’t clear, use the follow-

ing amounts:

—Two ounces of repel-

lent for a parka or a pair of

trousers if you’re treating

them separately.

—Three ounces of

repellent if you’re treating

them together.

• Continue the wash cycle

until it’s finished. Your wet

clothes may have a white

film. That’s the repellent. It

won’t show after they dry.

• Tumble dry the ECWCS

on permanent press and at

medium heat until dry.

PS 622 SEP 0452

Units can order a case of 24 8-oz bottles of additive

with NSN 8030-01-408-9446. 

Or you can order any of the following three brands

of additive directly from the manufacturer: Stormshed,

Xpel or Protex 2000. Any one will do a good job.

if you’re
responsible for
restoring the
ECWCS water

repellency, you’ll
need to go

through supply. 

great! now
I know where
to go… I’ll
be back in a

minute.

where
are you

going with
that blow-

torch?

now that I
can restore

water
repellency,
I’m gonna

see if I can
thaw out
ol’ walt!

ok. I’ve got
the water

repellent...
now what?

Once you
have the water

repellent,
here’s how to
restore the
protection…

there’s
nothing
better
than a

relaxing
soak in
warm
water

repellent.

say, how ‘bout we
get together

again for a
relaxing soak?

sorry, but
I find you
thoroughly
repellent.

life
is

good!

Get Stormshed from:
Evergreen Specialties, Inc.
Suite 277
4521 PGA Blvd
Palm Beach Gardens , FL

33418-3997
Phone: (877) 330-8760
Fax: (800) 834-1809
Email: sales@

evergreenspecialties.com

Get Xpel from:
Caled Chemical
26 Hanes Drive
Wayne, NJ 07470
Phone:(800) 652-2533 
Fax: (800) 225-3332
Email: gpg102@aol.com

Get Protex 2000 from:
M & M Technologies, Inc.
4001 Kennett Pike, # 134
PO Box 4092
Wilmington, DE 19807
Phone: (800) 658-5958 
Fax: (302) 658-3734
Email: pmoody@dol.net

ahhh…
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Want to get a good night’s sleep? Before you

try counting sheep, try performing a little PM

on your aluminum cot, NSN 7105-00-935-

0422. Here are some trouble spots:

• Rivets sometime break or get lost.

Unfortunately you won’t find replacement

rivets for your cot. But you can use these

items instead:

–Machine screw, NSN 5305-00-050- 9236

–Washer, NSN 5310-00-933-8120

–Nut, NSN 5310-00-934-9760

• If the rivet holding the

tiedown strap gets damaged or

lost, replace it with

–Self-tapping screw,
NSN 5305-00-432-4251

–Washer NSN 5310-00-809-3078

• Cot covers can stretch, sink

and sag with use. To tighten the

cover, insert spacing plugs, NSN

7105-00-935-0434, between the

end stick and frame. New covers

may be tight and not need plugs,

so store unused plugs in an end

stick until needed.

• Sometimes the buckle on the

tiedown strap gets bent. Then

when you slip the strap through

the buckle, the tab gets caught

and tears off. Straighten the

buckle with a screwdriver so the

tab will slide through easily.

• Things bugging you? Use NSN 7210-00-267-5641 to get an insect bar frame

made of wood for your cot. Get the insect netting with NSN 7210-00-266-9736.

Here are the
replacement

parts for your
aluminum cot…

Description
NSN

7105-00-

Folding cot strap
Leg, folding cot
Lower half-leg
Upper half-leg
Side rail
Cover
End stick 
Cross leg support (left) 
Cross leg support (right)
Top leg support (left)
Top leg support (center)
Top leg support (right)
Dowel plug
Spacing plug
End plug

113-0003
935-0425
935-0427
935-0426
935-0423
935-1845
935-0424
935-0428
935-0429
935-0431
935-0432
935-0430
935-0433
935-0434
935-0435

Item

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

Replace broken or
missing rivets

Replace
broken or
missing
rivets

Tighten
cover with
spacing
plug

Straighten bent bar

who
ordered

the
counting
sheep?

10

4

2

1
8

3

9

11

6

12

7
5

15

13

14



Dear MSG Half-Mast,
We used to leave all refueling vehicles and fuel tankers steering wheels

unsecured for safety. In case of fire, we could quickly move the vehicles out  
of danger without the delay of getting a key. Recently we were told to 
secure all fuel tankers in the motor pool because there wasn’t a regulation

or policy that exempted them from security requirements. I need to know if
there is a regulation or policy that can provide the proper guidance.

SSG A.W.

Dear Sergeant A.W.:

The answer isn’t easy to find. It’s not in safety, securi-

ty, maintenance, or hazardous waste/environmental publi-

cations. It turns out to be a military police regulation. AR

190-51, Military Police, Security of Unclassified Army

Property (Sensitive and Nonsensitive), requires vehicles

to be secured with a locking mechanism. However, Para

3-5e. (2)(g) also provides an exception for fuel tanker

vehicles at the discretion of the installation commander. 

The regulation is available online at the Army

Publishing Directorate’s website:

http://www.army.mil/usapa/epubs/

190_Series_Collection_1.html PS 622 SEP 0457

Nominations for the Army Award

for Maintenance Excellence

Nominations for the FY 2004 Chief of Staff Army Award

for Maintenance Excellence (AAME) are due Dec. 15. 

The AAME program recognizes units for improving and

sustaining readiness. If you believe your unit should be

recognized, go to Chap 7 and Appendix D of AR 750-1,

Army Materiel Maintenance Policy, and review the

requirements. Then contact your MACOM.

Units will report on mission accomplishments, the

effective use of maintenance resources, innovative man-

agement actions, and quality of life programs.

The top AAME winners are also nominated for the

Secretary of Defense Maintenance Awards program.

hey
sarge…?

yeah,
jones.
what’s
up?

you’re always
telling us we’ve
got the best

maintenance outfit
in the army, right?

you
betcha!

nobody’s
better!

so why don’t we compete
for the maintenance
excellence award?

…but I have this
letter that says the
fuel trucks have to

be secured.

that
is the

question!

the key to the
competing safety

and security
concerns is a risk

assessment.

To Secure or Not?
sir, locking

these rigs up
sure creates
a huge safety

risk!

the installation
commander must
weigh the risks
and decide in
favor of what

seems to be the
most likely risk.

I know,
motor

sergeant.
it makes no

sense,… 

for many years fuel
trucks have been left

unlocked so they could
be moved quickly in

case of fire.

the increase in physical security
concerns since 9/11 has some

people trying to find a regulation
that supports leaving fuel tankers

unlocked. here’s the answer…

that’s an
excellent
question.

here’s how!
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When entering a NIIN any preceding zeros not following another number may be omitted.

So a NIIN of 000000070 may be typed as 70, but a NIIN of 000070070 would require 70070.

You can search for more than one NIIN at a time by separating the NIINs with a space.

However, you are limited to about 34 characters and spaces. For example, let’s search for 70,

70070, 1800705, and 18256.

Query
Searches

Get
Results

Last month we discussed the opening screens of FED LOG. This month we look into making

queries.

FED LOG allows you to search for: NIINs/NSNs, part numbers, item names, medical/common

names, supplier names, CAGE codes, federal supply classes, item name codes, sources of sup-

ply, and characteristics.

Open FED LOG and click on the green tank to switch to Army Interactive. Query results will

display the Army Master Data File (AMDF).

Some query fields are stand-alone and some can be used in combination. The NIIN/NSN field

is a stand-alone. If you begin typing a NIIN or NSN in this field the other fields are deselected

(grayed out). Part number is a combination field. It can be used in a stand-alone mode or com-

bined with the fields that are not deselected—in this case, item name, supplier name, and

CAGE code.

2d of 5

Some query fields are stand-alone and others allow combination
searches. NIIN/NSN searches are always stand-alone—they only
search by NIINs or NSNs. In this example, as soon as Part Number
J024731 was entered in the Part Number field, several fields were
deselected. Item Name, Supplier Name, and CAGE Code fields
may be used with the Part Number field to narrow the search.

By clicking on the medical symbol box you can change
this field from medical name to common name.

Fedlog offers
users a number of
ways to search for

information.

today, we’ll
examine the

query
fields.

who are all
these people?

you said I could
have up to 34
characters!
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next month,
we’ll discuss the
information found

in the AMDF
management file.

Once you click on the Search button you will get an NSN Pick List screen. The four NIINs are

now listed by NSN and item name. Each has a check mark box checked, what FED LOG calls

“tagged.” Leave them all tagged and click on the AMDF management data field icon (the

green vehicle fifth from the right). 

The AMDF screen displays info for the NSN that was highlighted. At the bottom of the

AMDF screen are Previous NSN and Next NSN buttons. Clicking on the buttons allows you to

navigate among the tagged NSNs. 

Maintaining Engine Barrier Filter 
Mechanics, here’s the cleaning solvent and lube you
need to take care of your Kiowa’s engine barrier fil-
ters. For the solvent, NSN 6850-01-514-3952 brings 5
gallons and NSN 6850-01-486-7201 brings 1 gallon.
For the lube for the air filters, NSN 9150-01-514-3640
brings you 5 gallons and NSN 9150-01-486-7174
brings you 1 gallon. 

Maintenance Stand
Parts, Part 2

In PS 608, page 41, we gave
you NSNs to maintain your
maintenance stand, NSN
1730-00-269-8283, since it
does not have a TM.
However, the support brack-
ets on the stand’s front legs
don’t have NSNs. If you need
to replace any of the brack-
ets, your AVIM shop will
have to use one of the old
brackets as a pattern to
make one. 

M88A1 APU Hydraulic Pump

Four of the hydraulic pump parts
listed in Fig 267 of TM 9-2350-256-
24P-1 for the M88A1’s auxiliary
power unit are too small. Use these
NSNs instead:

MWO Website Update
The Modification Management Information System (MMIS) website for MWOs has changed its
internet address. Go to https://www.mmis.army.mil and you will be back in business.
Questions about the MMIS system go to Bob Lane at (703) 797-8714. Questions about MWOs
go to Grover Gibson, HQ AMC, at DSN 656-9058 or Andy Yedinak at DSN 656-9059.

OST
CRIPTS

Part
NSN

4730-01-

Pipe elbow
Pipe elbow
Pipe elbow
Pipe tee

198-0780
444-0303
410-8110
317-8903

Item

2
9

18
26

BB-2590/U Battery
Not for Javelin

Do not use the BB-2590/U recharge-
able battery in the Javelin's com-
mand launch unit (CLU). Testing has
shown that the battery's high volt-
age output could damage the CLU.
Instead, use BB-390A, NSN 6140-01-
419-8187.

PM!
protecting

the future…
today!

PS Website Gains Security
The URL (web address) for the PS web site has changed to 

https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/pshome.html 
It’s now a secure site, but you do not need an account and password to
log in.

https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/pshome.html


…matters today!

The Preventive maintenance

you did yesterday…


